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Our theme for January is NEW DIRECTIONS
Dear TESOL-SPAIN members,
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At this time of the year it is usual to look for ways to change ingrained
habits and to promise ourselves we will be altogether better people for
evermore... or at least for the next few weeks. How many New Year's
Resolutions have fizzled before the bottle of Cava is emptied? How many
more have become lesson plans for the first class back after the holidays?
(Have you ever had a student who came up with a decent one!)
Of course, the last couple of years have turned our lives upsidedown and
the present and immediate future are far from rosey, but the Media Team
wanted to give our first newsletter of 2022 a positive (rose-tinted?) spin, so
asked our colleagues, fellow members and friends for their New Directions.
Thanks to everyone and especially to Melinda Carr, Gillian Evans and
Juliana Bustamante for sharing three very different takes on life changes
and new direction. I do hope you enjoy reading - and listening to- them...
and maybe you'll even find something to inspire you.
We are very happy to have Lesley Keast as our webinar speaker on the
22nd of January. Lesley will be talking about The Granny Cloud, an inspiring
project she has been working with which has taken her in many new
directions and which, if you're looking for a new year's resolution which
goes further than (re-)joining the gym, this may be the very thing.
If your new year promises a new project, publication, venture or adventure,
do drop us a line to tesolspainpublications@gmail.com and share your
inspiration with us all. At a time when being positive is bad and the only
bubbles of importance are in primary-school playgrounds, we definitely
need cheering up!
Good cheer from all of us at TESOL-SPAIN!
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announcing the provisional
programme!
TESOL-SPAIN PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
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WORD SPOT by Dr Daniel Brint
New resolutions and roads to hell…
THE GREEN CORNER
A Going Green lesson plan for the
new year (or any time)
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New Directions - Melinda Carr
As we were preparing for this month's theme, we did what is now becoming a traditional
crowdsourcing exercise: we asked friends, colleagues, members of the board and area coordinators
for stories about any new directions they might be taking in the New Year. We're really pleased to be
able to share three very different long-form takes on the theme. The first comes from Melinda Carr.
Rebecca Place has outlined a lesson plan to accompany the audio that Melinda
has shared with us. You can click here to listen to Melinda's take on this month's
theme. And you can follow the steps below to use the audio with your classes.
Lead-in
Show an image of a well-known personality and ask, “What changes do you think X is
going to make in their life this year?”.
Elicit 4 or 5 ideas. Students might want to share their own new year’s resolutions
and new directions, or this could be done as the final activity.
Setting the Scene
I asked a friend of mine what her New Directions were for the new year. Melinda is an
English teacher who, like me, has lived near Bilbao for quite a long time. What new
directions do you imagine she’s thinking of taking? (You can use the following sentencestarters if you like)
I think Melinda will want to…
She might decide to…
Maybe Melinda is thinking of….
Ask for suggestions, write them up and get students to jot down between 3 and 6
of the ideas.
Listening for Gist
Listen to Melinda and see if she mentions any of the ideas you wrote down
Check.
Listening for Detail
1.True or False? Melinda has recently caught Covid.
2.Melinda’s planned activities for her mind include
a) mindfulness, drawing and music
b) mindfulness, painting and sewing
c) meditation, mindfulness and connections
3. Name 2 of the physical activities Melinda plans to do this year.
4. Melinda says she’s like a cat. Why?
5. Finish Melinda’s final sentence: So, the key word is b……… and sensual s……….
with v…….. .

Melinda Carr is an EFL
teacher for children,
teenagers & adults with 23
years of teaching experience.
She holds a P.G.C.E. in
Secondary education & Art
(Exmouth, UK), and a
B.A.Hons in Textiles &
Fashion (Winchester, UK.).
She worked as a volunteer
teacher in Africa on a
sabbatical year in 2010/11).
She has some teacher
training experience and is
currently working with
teenagers and FCE exam
skills & preparation. Based in
Leioa, Bizkaia. She can be
contacted at:
melinda.carr10@gmail.com

Transcript
Read the text and put in your own punctuation, then listen and decide if Melinda’s intonation and phrasing fits!
You can see the transcript on the last page of the Newsletter!
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Gillian Evans's New Directions
Our second guest writer on the theme of New Directions is Gillian Evans, long-term member of TESOLFrance and supporter of TESOL-SPAIN and regular attendee at our recent TESOL-SPAIN Meet-Ups, who
recently moved home and started out on some interesting new directions.
An ex-patriate English teacher returns to where she came from
After perhaps nearly a third of a lifetime spent in France – first in Paris and then in
Lille – I finally took the big step to come back to my country of birth: England.
Was I prepared to adapt to the changes that had taken place in that time or had I
even foreseen what might have changed? The technological advances since I
arrived in France more than 30 years ago have changed people’s lives in a large
part of the developed world. As I teacher I have had to adapt to using technology in
teaching and recently even more so in this Covid-19 world.
I moved to Lille in 2013 after 25 years in Paris working as a translator and then as a
teacher of English after qualifying at the British Institute. You could say Lille was a
step nearer England: London not too far, Brussels just over the border, streets of
red brick buildings and lots of bars serving beer. But still very different from
Newbury where I am now living: a nice country-town not far from Oxford.
I had always lived in large cities with good transport facilities and shops just around
the corner. Here in Newbury without a car life can be more difficult, unless, of
course, you like walking everywhere. A healthy activity, but I’m not as agile as I was.
I’m still surrounded by boxes in my little house in Newbury, desperately looking for
important documents but TESOL France and TESOL-SPAIN members are very
welcome to visit me when I’ve sorted them out.
So let me tell you about some of the cultural and linguistic changes that I have
noticed as an English teacher coming back to the old country.
First of all, the people. When I left England, the English were still relatively slim but,
as in many countries, they have increased, sometimes dramatically, in size.
A very positive point: the people in this country town are very friendly and helpful.
There are quite a lot of foreigners in Newbury as well, working in telecom
companies or in supermarkets such as LIDL.

Born in England and went
to school and university
in London. Graduated in
Spanish at Kings College,
London University.
Lived in France since the
early 1980s. First in Paris,
then in Lille. Moved back
to England to Newbury,
Berkshire in October
2021
A member of TESOLFrance for more than 10
years. On the ExCom and
then from 2013 cocoordinator for TESOL
Lille.

So now, the food. After such a long time living in France, this has been quite a cultural change or even a culture
shock. The English have always had what is called “a sweet tooth” to the extent, I believe, that during this difficult
Covid time with a shortage of dentists, some have even been pulling out their own teeth.
LIDL is a German company, I believe, with reasonable prices and with staff from several different countries,
apparently quite well paid. Apart from a selection of German sausages, I see they have had to adapt to English
tastes. Dumplings and Yorkshire pudding, which I never liked, are very visible. Apologies to Yorkshire! The
croissants for breakfast aren’t like French ones but are acceptable. But other things! I like Italian minestrone, so I
tried some at my local supermarket but it was SWEET, so with some distaste I poured it down the sink!
Now the English language.
As a lover of Shakespeare and all that, was I prepared for the changes in vocabulary? Do I blame the Americans?
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New Directions - Gillian Evans
No, perhaps not. I had already got used to everything being “impacted”, my “mindset” rather than my “way of
thinking”, “pan out”, rather than “develop”. Even French students say “cool” every time they open their mouths.
I did know that “awesome” was ok but “toxic” was new to me. And a “chav”? I have a lot to learn.
Nobody said “No worries” when helping you when I left England so long ago. “Pas de soucis”, I was used to in
French. In Spanish? I’m not sure what young people say today in Spain. Then in politics. “The Government
really needs to shape up”. I might have said “lift a finger” or “pull itself together”.
Grammar. As an English teacher, I have noted many lapses or mistakes both on Television and on the Radio.
Even my nephew, a bright little boy, said “I’m tired. I have just woke up”. “Them Christmas lights are beautiful”.
He didn’t appreciate my correcting him, although I did it tactfully. Of course, I was happy to listen to Radio 4
again, now on Radio Sounds. I couldn’t get it on my radio on the 7th floor in Lille and don’t tell me I could
listen to it on my computer!
Pronunciation
TV ads are usually a time I switch off or go to the kitchen for a break. The only one I really like is a soft, cosy
American voice promoting beds and encouraging us to “sleep like log”.
When I lived in England, many moons ago, there was the Cockney accent, for “working class” Londoners, the
“Posh accent” for people who “spoke proper” like on the BBC and lots of lovely regional accents.
Today the “Thames Estuary accent” I believe has invaded all walks of life, particularly, it seems, in the South of
England, with its famous “Glottal Stop” which Americans seem to find funny, but which I do not.
As I’m sure you know when you hear it, the letter “T” has disappeared as well as the “H” sometimes.
“I ‘ad a beeyou’i ful tyme in Bri’an on mee ‘olidays”. Or something like that as I must admit, I don’t know the
phonetic alphabet.
Stress patterns have changed too. Speakers on the Radio seem to stress or pronounce words as they wish. I
heard someone say the “ship was wreeked (like “week”). I always said “was wrecked” like “Shrek”.
The French have the “l’Académie Française”, created in 1636, the Spanish have “La Real Academia de la
Lengua Española”. We have always had the Oxford Dictionary. So, what has happened?
Although I’m not teaching at the moment, I have been really happy keeping up with my contacts in the
teaching world both in France and Spain, thanks to Zoom and Skype. So, I’ve been able to follow webinars on
developments in teaching and keeping up with the teaching world. Thanks to Rebecca Place, Media officer, I
receive the Newsletter and have attended several very enjoyable TESOL-SPAIN Coffee Morning Meet-Ups. I
had the pleasure of seeing Ceri Jones and Gerard McLoughlin again and other members of TESOL-SPAIN for
a friendly chat.
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New Directions - Gillian Evans
However, to finish, I would like to mention two talks I’ve seen online since I came to live in Newbury.
First of all, Daniel Brint’s talk for TESOL-SPAIN, “Reasons for using Rhyme and Poetry in the Classroom”
Daniel opened by asking which of 6 statements were true for us, including, “I find poetry works well in a
classroom”, to “I’ve found students tend to be turned off by poems”. I chose point 6. “Through poems students
can connect with the language at a personal level”.
He led us through a medley of activities and captivating poems asking us which poems we liked best and
starting with a poem “Windy Nights” about wind and dreams.
“Whenever the moon and stars are set
Whenever the wind is high
All night long in the dark and wet
A man goes riding by…..”
He asked us “Do you like the wind? Why? why not”? “Can you remember a time when you were in a windy
place?” “Do you remember your dreams?” “Tell your partner about a dream you had recently”.
Poems can be used individually, collaboratively, in threes or fours. But find poems which have the most impact
and meaning. How the words sound, find the stress and intonation. Poems can be read as a round, read aloud
to the class by lines, with each student choosing a line.
Students can create a visual image of what the poem is about and create an atmosphere. Daniel showed us a
beautiful poem by Robert Frost: “Stopping by Woods on a Snowy Evening”.
A poem can be part of a syllabus or a drama activity or even as an introduction to Shakespeare. But know your
audience before choosing the poem.
I particularly liked his activity for students in pairs, reading a line of a poem through the first letter of each
word, testing each other after reading the line and then just through the letters.
“I took a photo of a café
While I had a cup of tea”

ITAPOAC
WIHACOT
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New Directions - Gillian Evans
And now to Lilika Couri, whom I first met when she was President of TESOL Greece and presented at the
online International Publishers Exhibition in 2020.
Lilika spoke at TESOL France’s online Colloquium from 18 to 20 November this year with her talk: “Give
learners a break. Help them to Daydream”.
This gave me the opportunity to meet Annie Altamirano again. I have known Annie for many years, both before
and after she was President of TESOL-SPAIN. Also, Debbie West, ex-president of TESOL France was online and
we were able to take part and exchange ideas in an atmosphere both intimate and inspiring.
Daydreaming allows us to imagine things as they might be, not as they are, which is the crux of creativity and
innovation. In fact, we spend 30 to 60% of our time daydreaming or mind wandering.
We should train our learners to daydream, to write down their thoughts and monitor them. Defocusing helps
us to focus and it also helps effective problem solving. Lilika led us through a brain-break with movement and
the parts of the brain, using hands as a model of the brain.
Her daydreaming activities are for both older and younger students including children. She has a Magic box
and says: “I will put in my box a big blue sea. I will give my box to a child so she can travel all over the world”.
Lilka said: “Look at the box. What will I put in my box? I will give my box to……”
Annie Altamirano answered: “I will fill my box with love and understanding and give it to anyone I meet to bring
a smile to their faces”
Lilika ended her talk by reading us a beautifully illustrated story on "The Sun, the Moon and the Sky”. But that’s
for Lilika to read to you again on another occasion.
Now: my Challenges for 2022.
To drive again with the probability of having to take the driving test too. Teach again? Possibly French? We will
see.
And to come to see my dear friends of TESOL-SPAIN, either online or perhaps even in person. You are also
very welcome to come back to me with what you have to say about your experiences in changing from one
country to another and, in particular, what you have to say about the English language.
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An imaginary conversation with two children
from the future - Juliana Bustamante
On New Year’s Eve, I found myself in my attic and suddenly a
little girl called Margie and her friend Tommy appeared. She was
very polite and, after saying hello to me, she told me how
surprised she was to know that in the past teachers used to be
humans and there were books made of paper. Tommy was
holding a real book about schools and explained to me that
they were used to learning from home with robots. I didn’t
understand what was happening and I said,
“Hey guys…Where have you come from? This is my house!”
Margie answered, “Look at my diary, it says: May 17, 2155.”
“Ahhh…all right!,” I said “You just came out from my old boxes of
photocopies and … ok let’s talk!”
Margie was eager to speak. “We are very amazed by this book,
how could a man be a teacher?”
“Well my friends, some people study a lot and they become
teachers because it’s just fantastic to be one of them,” I said.
Tommy raised his hand, “I learned with my robot that you had a
sanitary crisis around the year 2020 and you managed the
situation successfully.”
“Well guys,” I said, “you can’t imagine the hard time we’ve had,
but I can tell you that we never imagined something like that
was coming …but we are now better teachers technologically
speaking and we are still humans…”
“I can’t imagine myself with a human-teacher,” said Tommy.

Juliana Bustamante - Independent
English and Spanish teacher as foreign
languages. B.A. in English Language
Teaching. Universidad Nacional
Autónoma de México (UNAM). B.A. in
Journalism and Communication. (UNAM).
15 years-experience in teaching children,
teenagers, adults and developing English
for Specific Purposes courses. Currently
based in the south of France.
busjuliana@gmail.com

“I feel the same way,” said Margie and slowly, they faded away
and just disappeared into the boxes.
When I read again The Fun They Had, written by Isaac Asimov in
1951, I was surprised to think how close we are to the year
2155 but, at the same time, how far away we are. We are still
human-teachers and we care about our learners: their feelings,
their learning, their dreams. We are not just kind robots asking
students to follow the screen instructions as Asimov predicted.
We do care about learning and teaching and we love our
profession. So…my new directions for the year 2022 are: read
more science-fiction stories, keep learning as much as possible
and have fun with my students. And if I get to achieve these
goals, the title of these photocopies will remain intact: The Fun
They Had.
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Some final thoughts from members of the board
Plan, plan, plan…
More, better & wisely, not just my classes and TESOL-SPAIN, but my homelife and free time which means more preparation of meals, better
organisation of my wardrobe and screen time used wisely. Switch on & off
time. Make more time for friends & family, near or far. Oh and some better
ME time, in there too;) Going to put a big calendar on my fridge but instead
of counting the days, wisely make the days count!
Karen McDonald
For my new professional direction for 2022 I've volunteered to
teach a group of visually impaired teens online this year - really
looking forward to learning new skills, working closely with la
ONCE and putting theory into practice.
On a personal note, this year I'm going to
take a leaf out of Ceri's book and check page
99 of all potential reads, and be more decisive
about not reading what I don't enjoy! (12
novels... only 1 of which I should have
shelved... this school year so far - thank
goodness for commuting time!)
New direction #3 ... start skiing again!
Rebecca Place
TO

THE

NEW

YEAR

Mine is not exactly a new direction but ... now I'm 65 and hope to
continue teaching for maybe another 10 years ( if I'm lucky health wise
🤞🏼) ... my promise to myself is to keep abreast of all that's new in our
world and continue to enjoy what I do without getting into a rut ...
TESOL-SPAIN is my best companion for that ❤️
Caroline Allen Gardner

Cheers
TO THE NEW YEAR AND ALL
YOUR NEW DIRECTIONS!
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TESOL-SPAIN 45th ANNUAL
CONFERENCE MARCH 2022
Announcing our provisional timetable!

To see the timetable online follow this link:
https://www.tesolspainonline2022.com/timetable
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TESOL-SPAIN 45th ANNUAL
CONFERENCE MARCH 2022
Announcing our provisional timetable!

To see the timetable online follow this link:
https://www.tesolspainonline2022.com/timetable
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TESOL-SPAIN 45th ANNUAL
CONFERENCE MARCH 2022
Announcing our provisional timetable!

To regsiter for the conference follow this link:
https://www.tesolspainonline2022.com
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A huge THANK YOU to all the
organisations who have offered to
sponsor our convention in 2022

ANGLIA EXAMINATIONS
CAMBRIDGE ASSESSMENT ENGLISH
CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY PRESS
EIMUB
EXPRESS PUBLISHING (GOLD SPONSOR)
GRUPO SM
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC
PEARSON (PLATINUM SPONSOR)
MACMILLAN
RICHMOND (SILVER SPONSOR)
SGEL/DELTA PUBLISHING
TRINITY COLLEGE LONDON
VICENS VIVES
Click here to find out how to sponsor
TESOL-SPAIN's 45th convention in 2022.
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TESOL-SPAIN Professional Development
Online PD events in January and beyond
The January Webinar

The Granny Cloud with Lesley Keast

The Granny Cloud emerged from Sugata Mitra’s School in the
Cloud project and continues to support children from
disadvantaged backgrounds to develop their literacy skills and
their English. Children in community centres/schools in
India/Greenland connect to a ‘granny’ - a supportive, interested
person - who sends them on searches for information that will
develop their ability to use the internet effectively as a prime
source of information, discovering the functionality of websites
as well as improving their working English, predominantly
reading skills and getting them to think critically. Fun, games,
stories and puppets are also a feature of the programme!
In the session we will look at key principles of how the Granny
Cloud works, session outlines and the benefits from working
this way, as well as hearing from the children in India
themselves.
As we move hopefully back to classroom teaching after Covid there are still a number of ways that we can
transfer some of the Granny Cloud and School in the Cloud way of working into our ELT classrooms. We´ll look
at the anatomy of a ‘Big Question’ and how to set up a session that will put the learners in the driving seat and
push them to work independently of the teacher, but critically with other learners in the classroom. We will also
look at some success criteria to ensure learners get the most from the sessions and understand how they need
to work.
Lesley Keast has volunteered for the Granny Cloud since 2015 and is part of the Core Team. She is the
Qualifications Manager for the British Council in Spain and also teaches 6-year olds in Madrid.
Click here to register for the webinar.

New direction for Meet-ups in 2022
In 2021 we started experimenting with virtual coffee mornings and afternoon tea
Meet-Ups on various different days and at various different times. The idea was to
provide a friendly, informal space for further conversation on the themes of the
month, and to reflect on and share ideas following the monthly webinars.
It's been difficult to find a time and a day that suits everyone as well all have such
different work schedules and commitments and in 2022 we are experimenting with
a new direction. We are going to continue with the Meet Ups for Infant and Primary
teachers which we're holding one Thursday each month at 6.30pm.
The last Meet Up was on January 13 and the next will be on February 17, hosted by Alix Tregenza and Julie
Eckworth. At the last Meet-Up we were joined by guests from South Africa and Sri Lanka and we discussed new
(and old() directions in the classroom, including exploring new uses of tech and consolidating the importance of
movement in all our classrooms, online and off, and embodying language learning.
We'd love to invite members to suggest other special interest groups which we can host Meet-Ups for. If you
have something in mind, please get in touch at tesolspainpublications@gmail.com
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WORD SPOT by Dr Daniel Brint
New resolutions and roads to hell…
In distant times when it would often feature a finite verb (strange as that may seem today), graffiti offered
such gems as ‘I used to be indecisive, but now I’m not so sure’ (Newcastle University Students’ Union men’s
lavatory 1979.) Language has an ability to represent conflicting advice, reflection and opinions with equal
conviction, even within the same sentence. A proverb, aphorism and many collocations can often be
countered by ones equally as pithy and insightful. Thus, as we start a new year many of us will have ‘made
resolutions,’ determined to adopt a good new habit, give up and old one, learn a new skill, be nicer to
people, not get impatient with bad drivers or just remember not to leave your socks on the floor.
Admirable, of course, but then a little voice at the back of your head will remind you that ‘The road to hell is
paved with good intentions.’ And there it is. The flipside.

Proverbs and sayings are especially prone to contradictory pairings. Starting another year, some of us look
to ‘pastures new’ – jobs or places that offer a fresh start and inviting opportunities. But by using the same
agricultural metaphor of grazing land, another voice warns that the grass is always greener on the other side.
But surely, we might retort, ‘Nothing ventured, nothing gained!’ But that implies risk, so perhaps ‘the devil you
know…’ Of course, these are all examples, in language, of our ability, as humans, to find motivation and
justification for our actions and reassure ourselves we’re doing the right thing. They help in moments of
doubt and can even be decisive in what we choose to do. And even if you decide to do nothing, you can tell
yourself you’ll ‘cross that bridge when you come to it’ and hope that nobody reminds you that ‘A stitch in time
saves nine.’
These contrasting phrases are not limited to folk wisdom. In business, ‘leading edge’ technology promises
profit, new products, and success. But what if spending a fortune on research doesn’t result in more
money but actually loses money? Then, in a nice play with rhyme and spelling, we get ‘bleeding edge’
technology. Optimism and cynicism come from the same direction, something found in the well know
question ‘Is that the light at the end of the tunnel or an express train coming towards us?' The past two years
have made this witticism painfully relevant.
But now is a new start, and we should be fired up with hope and determination for surely ‘Fortune favours
the brave.’ Unless, that is, you adhere to the belief that ‘The meek shall inherit the earth.’ The latter was graffiti
in the same facility I mentioned before, only the writer had added '…. I mean, if that’s ok with the rest of you
guys?’
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THE GREEN CORNER
Going Green - an eco lesson for the new year (or any time!)
Here’s a small teaching present from the TESOL-SPAIN Green Corner. It’s based on a TV game show called
Family Fortunes. If you don’t know the show, click here to see an episode, or here to read the Wikipedia entry.
Basic procedure
1 ask students to brainstorm five typical new year’s eco resolutions - things we can do to make a difference in
fighting the climate crisis and conserving the bio-diversty of our planet. (You may need to make sure they’re
clear on the whole concept of new year’s resolutions, what they are, who makes them and why).
2 Tell them they are going to play a game called Family Fortunes (you may want to show them a short clip to
give them an idea of how it works). The main aim of the game is to guess which resolutions are most popular
among teenagers and young adults in Spain. (By the way, my survey results here are totally made up on the
spot, you know like 80% of all statistics! ) .
3 Divide the class into teams, each team can propose a resolution. If it appears in the teacher’s list of top ten
resolutions they get points – the points are awarded inversely to the position of the resolution in the top ten ie
resolution #10 is worth 1 point, #9 is worth 2 points and so on until #1 which is worth 10 points. You may not
want to play the game until all ten are exposed – you could set another end point such as the first team to
reach 5 / 8 / 10 points if they’re finding the guessing hard to do or if the game is dragging.
4 Once you’ve finished the game ask them what resolutions they’d make if they were going to make any and
why.
Here are the ten resolutions I've written to this issue of the TESOL-SPAIN newsletter. You might want to
change them to suit your context and students.
I’m not going to buy bottled water.
I’m going to avoid buying snacks in plastic wrapping.
I’m going to walk or cycle to school/work instead of going by car.
I’m going to plant vegetables in my garden/on my balcony.
I’m going to eat less meat.
I’m going to pick up litter on the beach/in the park.
I’m going to give money to environmental organisations.
I’m going to go on climate marches.
I’m going to say no to plastic bags.
I’m going to make sure I don't waste electricity.
Grammar note: you may want to point out (or elicit) the use of going to for talking about
intentions/resolutions. Maybe draw their attention to it and write a short grammar note on the board.

Contribute to the Green Corner!
If you have a green story or project you'd like to
share with our members, please get in touch with us
at tesolspainpublications@gmail.com.
You can send a photo, a text, an audio file or a short
video. Your actions can help and inspire others to
spread the word!
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Melinda Carr's New Directions
Transcript with no punctuation
so i was thinking about your new directions and now ive been recently since yesterday diagnosed
with covid which shouldnt have caught me by surprise but it has purely because i havent really sort
of seen that many people but it puts it into perspective doesnt it that even as i said even a hermit
can catch the dreaded c-lurgie as i call it so it gives me another week in isolation to think clearly
about new directions in life so the plan is to have a nice balance of sensual activities so for the mind
doing meditation mindfulness getting back into doing some hobbies and natural talents and skills
that i have connected with art so drawing and painting which ive spent the last maybe 20 15 20 years
saying ill get back into doing some sewing perhaps go back into ceramics at some point maybe thats
the following year physical keep going with the lovely exercise that I can do nordic walking is a new
activity which i love and swimming walking just nice long country walks getting out more and being
aware of nature and all the sensual stimulation that it gives studying more spanish thats again a
good one for the mind for the memory and for helping communication and just learning new more
vocabulary going over the grammar makes you feel more confident improving fluency and
pronunciation again for the mind and the body and the spirit the soul aiming to get to bed or start
going to bed at sort of like by 11 oclock being in bed by half past 11 unfortunately im kind of like a
cat i start waking up when its due to due to go to bed which is ok we all have our body rhythms and
we have to accept them so again its accepting that yes maybe im it suits me to kind of go to bed a
little bit later and then you know to get up a bit later but there is a theres a limit so dont waste the
day keep the diet under control as menopause has that horrible tendency to work around the
middle area and makes it more difficult to to burn off so just being sensible again balanced diet so
the key word is balance and sensual stimulations with variety
Transcript with punctuation
So, I was thinking about your new directions and now I’ve been recently, since yesterday, diagnosed
with Covid, which shouldn’t have caught me by surprise but it has, purely because I haven’t really sort
of seen that many people, but it puts it into perspective, doesn’t it, that even, as I said, even a hermit
can catch the dreaded C-lurgie, as I call it, so it gives me another week in isolation to think clearly
about new directions in life.
So the plan is to have a nice balance of sensual activities. So, for the mind: doing meditation,
mindfulness. Getting back into doing some hobbies and natural talents and skills that I have
connected with art; so, drawing and painting which I’ve spent the last maybe 20, 15 - 20 years saying
I’ll get back into; doing some sewing; perhaps go back into ceramics at some point, maybe that’s the
following year.
Physical: keep going with the lovely exercise that I can do, Nordic walking is a new activity which I love
and swimming, walking - just nice long country walks, getting out more and being aware of nature
and all the sensual stimulation that it gives.
Studying more Spanish, that’s again a good one for the mind, for the memory and for helping
communication and just learning new, more vocabulary; going over the grammar makes you feel
more confident, improving fluency and pronunciation.
Again, for the mind and the body and the spirit - the soul! Aiming to get to bed, or start going to bed,
at sort of like by 11 o’clock, being in bed by half past 11. Unfortunately, I’m kind of like a cat - I start
waking up when it’s due to, due to go to bed, which is ok - we all have our body rhythms, and we
have to accept them. So again, it’s accepting that yes, maybe I’m, it suits me to kind of go to bed a
little bit later and then, you know, to get up a bit later, but there is a, there’s a limit, so don’t waste the
day.
Keep the diet under control as menopause has that horrible tendency to work around the middle
area and makes it more difficult to, to burn off. So just being sensible again, balanced diet.
So, the key word is balance and sensual stimulations with variety.
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